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Multi-Mode / Multi-Band RF Transceivers for Wireless Communications: Advanced Techniques, Architectures, and TrendsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Current and future mobile terminals become increasingly complex because they have

	to deal with a variety of frequency bands and communication standards. Achieving

	multi-band/multi-mode functionality is especially challenging for the radio frequency

	(RF)-transceiver section, due to limitations in terms of frequency-agile RF components...
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The Syntax and Semantics of Noun Modifiers and the Theory of Universal Grammar: A Korean Perspective (Studies in Natural Language and Linguistic Theory (96))Springer, 2019

	This book takes Korean as a basis to provide a detailed universal Determiner Phrase (DP) structure. Adnominal adjectival expressions are apparently optional noun dependents but their syntax and semantics have been shown to provide an important window on the internal structure of DP. By carefully examining data from Korean, an understudied...
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Storage Networks: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
This comprehensive guide helps you stay on top of storage networking innovations while understanding the realities of storage networks in the data center. Use the essential concepts of storage networks including architecture, devices, connectivity options, and data organization methods to design and apply comprehensive and successful storage...
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PSP Hacks : Tips & Tools for Your Mobile Gaming and Entertainment HandheldO'Reilly, 2006
Sure, it's just what you've been clamoring for: an ultra slick, portable version of the most popular console gaming system in the world. But Sony's new PlayStation Portable (PSP) isn't just a handheld gaming device. Beyond its killer graphics and spectacular widescreen LCD for unparalleled game play, it also sports wireless...
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Six Sigma and Beyond: Statistics and Probability, Volume IIICRC Press, 2002
This text explains the tools of statistics and how to apply them effectively to improve processes and profitability in an organization, and also delineates the importance of collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data.

Researchers and professionals in all walks of life need to use the many tools offered by the statistical world, but...
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Intelligent Enterprises of the 21st CenturyIdea Group Publishing, 2003
The purpose of this book is to bring together some  high quality expository discussions from experts in this field to identify,  define, and explore the subject matters closely related to the intelligent  enterprises.

Intelligent enterprises are where knowledge management and other business  intelligence...
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Swarm Intelligent Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
This volume offers a wide spectrum of sample works developed in leading research throughout the world about innovative methodologies of swarm intelligence and foundations of engineering swarm intelligent systems as well as applications and interesting experiences using the particle swarm optimisation.  Swarm intelligence is an innovative...
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Handbook of Numerical Analysis : Special Volume: Foundations of Computational MathematicsElsevier Limited, 2003
A long time ago, when younger and rasher mathematicians, we both momentarily harboured the ambition that one day, older and wiser, we might write a multivolume treatise titled “On the Mathematical Foundations of Numerical Analysis”. And then it dawned that such a creation already exists: it is called ‘a mathematics library’....
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Information Security Architecture: An Integrated Approach to Security in the Organization, Second EditionAuerbach Publications, 2006
Information Security Architecture, Second Edition incorporates the knowledge developed during the past decade that has pushed the information security life cycle from infancy to a more mature, understandable, and manageable state. It simplifies security by providing clear and organized methods and by guiding you to the most effective resources...
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Science Fact and Science Fiction: An EncyclopediaRoutledge, 2006

	Science fiction is a literary genre based on scientific speculation. Works of science fiction use the ideas and the vocabulary of all sciences to create valid narratives that explore the future effects of science on events and human beings. Science Fact and Science Fiction examines in one volume how science has propelled...
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Introduction to Search with Sphinx: From installation to relevance tuningO'Reilly, 2011

	
		I can’t quite believe it, but just 10 years ago there was no Google.

	
		Other web search engines were around back then, such as AltaVista, HotBot, Inktomi, and AllTheWeb, among others. So the stunningly swift ascendance of Google can settle in my mind, given some effort. But what’s even more unbelievable is that...
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Language Grounding in RobotsSpringer, 2012

	Written by leading international experts, this volume presents contributions establishing the feasibility of human language-like communication with robots. The book explores the use of language games for structuring situated dialogues in which contextualized language communication and language acquisition can take place. Within the text are...
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